
17th skræða    Sól and Nanna     

 

 * what is it that mind is always seeking? 
 * where is it to be found? 
 * what is hamingja hamin, happiness captured? 

 * who is the greatest goddess in our life 
as she is the goddess of enlightenment 

which is the most important in life? 
 * worldly powers can be had feminine of masculine 

does that have any impact upon our feelings for them? 

 * are the nations of the North goddess-devotees? 
(that question would be excluding our Icelandic patriarchy-professors) 

 * what is The Women’s Church? 
   * why was it made? 
 * is Nanna, Baldurs consort, the moon-goddess, dear to many a man? 

   * if yes, why would that be? 
 * do you see any similarities between Pieta (Holy Mary mourns Jesus) 

          and the former grief of Frigg? 
 
 * do we understand the symbolic language used in myths? 

 
note that both these sun-gods, Baldur and Jesus, are resurrected in the 

godspells concerning their death 
 * would that allow for seeing this as one and the same story? 
 
please note that sub-consciousness is a term used in psychology 
not a necessity at all when we know that there is only one consciousness,  
undivided and indivisible,  
so sub is only for that which we do not see because of our coarseness; 

we are consciousness, and by nýsa niður, transcend, we see there is no sub 
 
if we spend money on digging up some bad events, we should know that for free we 
can get rid of the blindness of not seeing all 
 
our psyche is not at all in the world of happenings 
it is aloof from all that unfathomable stuff, or soup if you wish, of actions 
 
instead for finding someone or something to blame, we should understand our own 
Urður Verðandi and Skuld 
 

we should learn that each life-span, ævi, is only a little phase  
in the context of the Whole 
 
the knowledge given in these 40 skræður will, for sure, get us out of many a mis-
concept of life. 



 

understanding and decision-making, and our free rational will,  
is connected to Sun 

we should not use the animalistic reactions  
 
every living identity takes decisions from its nature;  

concerning man, the quality of decisions depends on his state of 
consciousness 
 

to understand implies to be able to find components and consider them 
make a rational sequence, foresee effects of actions taken 

 
 * do we see our responsibility? 
 

Sun correlates to thalamus in our brain, moon to hypothalamus 
according to Dr. Tony Nader’s book:  
Human Physiology Expression of Ved and Vedic Literature 
 

 * do you think that these discoveries of our counterparts 
--discoveries which Maharishi wanted to be made  
   as he knew this all the time-- 

   will have any meaning and impact for medical sciences? 
 

 I met Maharishi first in the year 1962 

Maharishi wants us to understand our ancient spiritual traditions 
and asked for their profundity to be found -- in each one of them 

 
he also wants all bairns to learn about this in their own mother-tongue. 

 

 
skræðan Sól and Nanna  is available on Amazon  here 

 

Listen to the book on Youtube here 

http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-S%C3%B3l-Nanna-Volume/dp/9935467171/ref=sr_1_18?ie=UTF8&qid=1403104708&sr=8-18&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzlZo8HPuVw&index=17&list=PLx4mHtocTUwAOewesWqA40Rm1U0owsJJq

